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Description

This invention relates to Gripper-Jacquard Axminster carpet looms.

In such carpet looms the pile yarns of the various colours to be used in each course are fed to a separate yarn carrier for each course. The yarn carrier is moved under the control of the jacquard mechanism to present yarn of a particular colour to the gripper. The gripper picks the yarn of the particular colour and pulls a predetermined length of it through the yarn carrier. A knife associated with the jacquard mechanism then cuts the yarn to form an individual tuft. The grippers then rotate to place the tufts of the selected colours at the fell or weaving point. A weft thread is inserted, often by a weft needle, and the chain and stuffer warps shed before another weft thread is inserted to lock the tuft into the backing of the carpet and form it into a generally U-shape as the weft threads are beaten up by the reed. The jacquard meanwhile controls the movement of the yarn carriers so that the yarn of the correct colour for the next pick is in its correct location. The grippers then return to pick the next tuft, and so on. By selecting the pile yarn in this way patterns are formed. Typically gripper jacquard Axminster looms are used for producing carpets with a pattern but, of course, they may also be used for producing plain carpets.

There are two main types of gripper-jacquard Axminster looms. The earliest was developed around 1890 and is referred to as the "vertical type" in which the yarn carriers are mounted upright and moved up and down under the control of the jacquard mechanism. In this vertical type of loom the grippers move through an angle of between 155° and 180° as they move the tufts from the yarn carriers to the weaving point. The other type is so called "horizontal type" in which the yarn carriers are arranged horizontally and are moved backwards and forwards in a horizontal direction under the control of the jacquard mechanism. In this type the grippers only move through an angle of about 90° between the yarn carriers and the weaving point which improves the operating speed of the loom. Also, the yarn carriers are accessible to a weaver standing in front of the loom which is a considerable advantage in practice. The horizontal type of loom is described in detail in our earlier patent specification GB-A-1075082.

Such looms include a large number of yarn carriers and grippers since there are typically six, seven, eight or nine of these to the inch (25 mm) across a loom which is as wide as four metres. Any inaccuracies or defects such as a burr on one of the grippers can cause a defect in the woven carpet. A burr on one of the grippers can tend to pull the tuft out of the weaving point as the gripper returns for the next pick. This results in the tuft woven into the carpet not being formed as a U-shape with equal length limbs but having one limb longer than the other. This defect is apparent in the finished carpet by the tufts in one particular course being shorter than those in adjacent courses. To remove this defect from the finished carpet the pile is sheared to lower the pile height until all of it is at a height corresponding to the lowest course of tufts. Another fault that can occur results from pile yarn in one or more of the yarn carriers having a different shade either as a result of that yarn having picked up a dye to a different extent or having been dyed in a different dye lot. Again such a fault can result in a distinct line being present in the finished carpet following the course produced from that yarn carrier. Both of these faults are much more visible on a plain carpet or a patterned carpet with an open ground such as one where the pattern consists of a small motif on a plain background.

According to this invention a carpet loom of the gripper-jacquard Axminster type includes a shogging mechanism to shog the grippers and/or the yarn carriers transversely in the direction of the weft between successive picks of pile yarn.

By shogging the grippers transversely between successive picks of pile yarn a different gripper is used for each course for successive picks. Thus, any fault on the grippers will not result in a fault on a single course throughout the entire carpet but will, instead, be spread between a number of different courses. Typically the grippers shog between five different courses in a predetermined sequence of, for example, five successive picks. By dispersing any fault over a number of different courses in this way it is very much less visible in the finished carpet. Equally, when the yarn carriers are shogged the pile yarns that form each course are not taken from the same yarn carrier and again typically the yarns for each course may be selected from five different yarn carriers in rotation. This again disperses any differently shaded yarn over a number of adjacent courses and, again makes its presence much less visible in the finished carpet. By shogging both the grippers and the yarn carriers independently a further dispersion of any faults takes place.

Preferably the dispersion of both the grippers and the yarn carriers during shogging is arranged to be the greatest with the smallest physical movement of both. Thus, typically when either are shogged over five courses one individual yarn carrier or gripper may be moved for example three courses to the left, two courses to the right, three courses to the left, two courses to the right, and then three courses to the right to return it to its starting position.

The yarn carriers can be shogged at any time after the grippers have moved away from them having completed the picking of one tuft and before they re-enter the carriers to pick the next tuft. There is plenty of time for the yarn carriers to shog whilst the tuft from the one pick is being woven into the carpet. The shog-
ging mechanism may shog the grippers either as they move between the yarn carriers and the weaving point or as they return from the weaving point to the yarn carriers. However, only a short time is available during this movement and accordingly it would be necessary to slow down the operation of the loom if the grippers were shogged at this time. The grippers cannot be moved whilst they are holding the tuft at the weaving point and even after they have released the tuft they are usually intercalated with the beating elements of the reed which would prevent them being shogged. Accordingly, it is very much preferred that the grippers are moved by the shogging mechanism whilst they are in engagement with the yarn carriers, during the yarn draw-off and tuft cutting operations. When it is required to shog the yarn carriers differentially from the grippers then the yarn carriers are moved independently during the preceding weaving step before then being shogged together with the grippers during the subsequent pick operation. In this way whilst both the grippers and the yarn carriers may be moved transversely between successive picks of pile yarn even though the yarn to form each course may come from its own respective yarn carrier with only the grippers effectively being shogged between each successive pick. In this case the coding of the pattern created by the jacquard mechanism does not need to be modified in any way. However, when the yarn carrier is effectively shogged in position between successive picks then the encoded pattern supplied to it must be modified to take account of the shogging motion of the yarn carriers to take account of the fact that successive picks for each particular course are taken from different yarn carriers. This of course applies whether the jacquard mechanism is controlled by punched jacquard cards or whether it is of the type which is controlled electronically from a stored program.

Preferably the loom includes an end-out detector associated with the yarn carriers which, after the gripper has pulled the yarn for each tuft from its respective yarn carrier and before the knife cuts the yarn to form each tuft, detects that yarn is present extending between each gripper and its respective yarn carrier. In the absence of yarn extending between any of these the end-out detector stops the operation of the loom. The construction of a typical end-out detector is described in our earlier patent specification GB-A-1572923. Preferably when the loom includes an end-out detector the shogging mechanism is also arranged to move the end-out detector transversely. The detector may be shogged independently from the grippers or yarn carriers but when both the yarn carriers and grippers are moved transversely together the end-out detector moves with them.

Typically the drive for the tuft cutting knives, the end out detector, the rotation of the grippers and their gripping function are all driven from profiled cams via various pivoted links and levers. When the loom includes a shogging mechanism to move transversely either or both of the jacquard mechanism and the grippers the drive mechanisms for these components preferably include long articulated links extending in a direction transverse to the shogging movement. Typically these long links are two or three times longer than the equivalent conventional links so that, the shogging movement does not significantly influence the drives to the various mechanisms.

Preferably the shogging mechanism that is used to drive the grippers and/or the yarn carriers and/or the end out detector also includes profiled cams which are connected to the shaft carrying the grippers or the framework carrying the yarn carriers via a series of pivoted links and levers. The shaft carrying the grippers is preferably mounted in a framework including two guide rails which are arranged to slide transversely with respect to support brackets fixed to the framework of the loom, and the framework carrying the yarn carriers is mounted on bearings arranged to slide along the guide rails.

The present invention may be applied to looms of both the "vertical" and "horizontal" type and with a loom in accordance with this invention as a result of any intrinsic faults in the operation of being disguised by the shogging movement of the grippers and/or the yarn carriers we have found that it is possible to obtain considerably better results particularly when weaving plain carpets or carpets with a pattern including a large open ground and, moreover have found that it is possible to reduce the length of each tuft without reducing the quality of the resulting carpet since less subsequent shearing is required. Since one of the prime costs of any carpet is the quantity of pile yarn used this saving in pile yarn represents a considerable advantage.

A particular example of a carpet loom in accordance with this invention will now be described with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which:-

Figure 1 is a simplified sectional elevation through the loom;

Figure 2 is a simplified plan showing the shogging mechanism; and,

Figures 3, 4, 5 and 6 are diagrams illustrating the shogging movement of the yarn carriers and grippers.

This example of loom is generally similar to a conventional horizontal type gripper-jacquard Axminster carpet loom and includes a number of yarn carriers 1 mounted on a jacquard base 2, a corresponding number of grippers 3 mounted on a gripper shaft 4, and end out detector 5, a breast comb 6, a take-up roll 7 and reed 8. Chain and stuffer warps 9 are shed through healds 10 and a weft needle (not shown) moves transversely through the shed formed by the healds 10 and inserts the weft thread. The jacquard base 2 is slideably mounted on guide shafts 11 and
The gripper shaft 4 is mounted in three gripper support brackets 15 which are fixed onto the guide shafts 11 and 12.

Pile yarns 16 of various different colours are fed from a creel (not shown) and held in eight different positions in the yarn carrier 1. The yarn carrier 1 also has selector needles 17 from the jacquard mechanism passing through it. In response to punched cards fed to the jacquard mechanism one of the needles 17 is selected and urged downwards as shown in Figure 1. As guide bars 18 move together they engage the projecting needle 17 and slide the entire yarn carrier 1 to the left or right as shown in Figure 1 until the selected needle 17 is located between the guide bars 18 at their meeting point. Thus, when the leftmost needle 17 is selected the yarn carrier is moved to its rightmost position so that the leftmost pile yarn 16 is gripped by the gripper 3. Conversely, when the rightmost needle 17 is selected the yarn carrier moves leftwards to the maximum extent and the rightmost pile yarn 16 is gripped by the gripper 3.

In operation firstly the jacquard mechanism via the needles 17 moves the yarn carriers 1 so that the appropriate pile yarns 16 are aligned with the positioning of the grippers 3. Then, as the gripper 3 rotates clockwise, as shown in Figure 1, with its jaw opened the gripper enters the base of the gripper unit 1 at the most clockwise position of the gripper 3. The jaw of the gripper 3 is then closed to grip the selected pile yarn 16. The gripper shaft then rotates counterclockwise far enough to pull a length of pile yarn 16 sufficient to form a tuft through the yarn carrier 1. The end-out detector then moves to the right as shown in Figure 1 to engage its sliding detector head 19 with the pulled out length of yarn from each of the yarn carriers 1. In the event that in any position along the length of the loom no pile yarn 16 is engaged by a gripper 3 the end-out detector stops the loom. However, assuming that all of the grippers have gripped an end of the yarn a knife mounted on the jacquard base severs the pile yarns to form individual tufts. The gripper then continues to rotate in the counterclockwise direction through about 90° into the position shown in chain dotted lines in Figure 1. The weft needle then draws a weft thread through the shed formed by the healds 10 and the chain and stuffer warps 9 to hold the tufts into the fell at the front of the breast comb 6. The healds 10 are then moved to provide a different shed of the chain and stuffer warps 9 to hold the tufts into the fell at the front of the breast comb 6. The healds 10 are then moved to provide a different shed of the chain and stuffer warps 9 to hold the tufts into the fell at the front of the breast comb 6. Meanwhile the grippers have opened to release the individual tufts which, as the second weft thread is inserted are formed into a U-shape and held by the weft threads. The reed then beats to the left as shown in Figure 1 to beat up the weft threads and tufts so that they are tightly held together. Meanwhile the grippers 3 rotate clockwise to return to their picking position shown in solid lines in Figure 1. A take-up roll 7 moves on to take-up the shot of carpet that has just been woven.

Apart from the mounting of the gripper shaft 4 and jacquard base 2 the loom and the above description of its operation are conventional. However, as shown most clearly in Figure 2 the loom in accordance with this invention includes a shogging mechanism 21 which moves the jacquard base 2 and with it the yarn carriers 1, the gripper shaft 4 and with it the grippers 3 and the end-out detector 5 transversely, that is to the left and right as shown in Figure 2. The shogging mechanism 21 includes three profiled cams 22, 23 and 24 which move the jacquard base 2, the gripper shaft 4 and the end-out detector 5, respectively. The shogging mechanism includes cam followers which ride on the cams 22, 23 and 24 which are linked via pivoted links 25, 26 and 27 to the jacquard base 2, the guide shafts 11 and 12 and the end-out detector 5, respectively. The shogging mechanism 21 enables the jacquard base 2, and with it the yarn carriers 1, the grippers 3 and the end-out detector 5 all to be shagged independently, or together depending upon the profile of the cams 22, 23, and 24, in between successive picks of the grippers 3 from the yarn carriers 1.

There are essentially four different ways in which the shogging mechanism 21 can be used to drive the loom and these will be described with reference to Figures 3, 4, 5 and 6. These diagrams illustrate how they change position during operation of the shogging mechanism 21.

Firstly, consider the case where the yarn carriers 1 and the jacquard base 2 only are shagged and the grippers 3 and the end-out detector 5 remain in position. This is shown in Figure 3. Number 3 gripper always supplies the tufts for course number 1 and the yarn carriers 1 that can be gripped by the number 3 gripper are numbered 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. Assume that the starting point is where yarn carrier 3 is aligned with course 1 as shown at the top of Figure 3. While the gripper 3 is down at the wefting point intercalated between the elements of the reed 8, the shogging mechanism 21 moves the jacquard base two courses to the left (as shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3) to align yarn carrier 5 with course 1 and number 3 gripper. The grippers then move clockwise to engage their jaws with their respective yarn carriers 1. Gripper number 3 engages yarn carrier number 5. Thus, the tuft for the first shot of the loom is taken from yarn carrier number 5. As the grippers 3 move counter-
clockwise away from the gripper units 1 the jacquard base 2 is then shogged to the right by three courses to bring carrier unit number 2 into line with course 1. Thus, the tuft for the second shot is picked by gripper number 3 from yarn carrier number 2. Whilst the tuft for the second shot is being woven into the carpet the jacquard base 2 is then moved to the left by two courses to bring yarn carrier number 4 into line with course number 1 so that the tuft for the third shot of the loom is taken from yarn carrier number 4 by gripper number 3. The jacquard base 2 is then moved to the right by three courses to bring yarn carrier number 1 into line with gripper number 3 so that the tuft for the fourth shot of the loom is taken from yarn carrier number 1. After this the jacquard base 2 is moved to the left by two courses to return it to its starting position with yarn carrier number 3 aligned with gripper number 3 so that the tuft for the fifth shot of weft is taken by gripper number 3 from yarn carrier number 3. This sequence is then repeated for each subsequent five shots.

In the second arrangement illustrated by the diagram in Figure 4 both the yarn carriers 1 and the grippers 3 move together. To achieve this the cams 22 and 23 have a similar profile. In this example the end-out detector 5 shogs differently from the grippers 3 and yarn carrier 1 always moving so that it is associated with the gripper and yarn carrier pair that form course number 1 in the next picking operation. Thus, with this arrangement throughout grippers numbered 1 to 5 are permanently aligned with yarn carriers numbered 1 to 5 and shog together.

At the start of the cycle of operations both gripper and yarn carriage number 3 are aligned with course number 1. The detector is then shogged by being moved to the right as shown in Figure 4 by two courses to align it with yarn carrier and gripper pair number 5. Then, as the grippers engage the yarn carrier to pick the yarn the grippers and yarn carriers move to the left (as shown in Figures 2 and 4) by two courses to move yarn carrier and gripper number 5 until they are aligned with course number 1. The tuft for the first shot is then picked and cut and moved down to the weaving point. Then, the cam 24 moves the end-out detector 5 to the left by three courses to align the end-out detector 5 with the number 2 pair of gripper and yarn carriers. Then, as soon as the grippers have again entered the yarn carriers 1 the gripper and yarn carrier assembly is moved to the right by three courses to bring number 2 yarn carrier and gripper pair into line with course number 1. The pick for the second shot is then made and as the tuft is taken down to the weaving point the end-out detector 5 is moved to the right by two courses so that it is aligned with gripper and yarn carrier number 4. After the grippers and yarn carriers have again come into contact the gripper and yarn carrier assembly is moved to the left by two courses to bring number 4 gripper and yarn carrier pair into alignment with course number 1. The number 4 gripper then picks the yarns for the third shot. After this the end-out detector moves to the left by three courses to align itself with number 1 yarn carrier and gripper pair. After the grippers have engaged their corresponding yarn carriers the yarn carriers and grippers are moved to the right by three courses to align the number 1 gripper and yarn carrier pair with the first course. The tuft for the fourth shot is then picked. Finally, the end out detector is moved to the right by two courses to align it with number 3 gripper and yarn carrier pair. After the grippers have engaged their corresponding yarn carriers the grippers and yarn carriers are then moved to the left by two courses to align number 3 gripper and yarn carrier pair with course number 1 so that the tuft for the fifth shot is taken from number 3 yarn carrier. Again the process is repeated for subsequent shots.

In addition to shogging the yarn carriers 1 and grippers 3 together they may also be shogged independently. This arrangement is shown in Figure 5. Starting with an initial position where yarn carrier number 2, gripper number 1 and the end-out detector are all aligned with course number 1 then, whilst the grippers 3 are in their lowermost position the end-out detector 5 is moved to the right by three courses so that it is aligned with course number 4. Simultaneously the jacquard base 2 is moved to the left by one course to move the number 5 yarn carrier into alignment with the end-out detector and with number 4 gripper. The grippers are then lifted to associate gripper number 5 with yarn carrier number 4 and the grippers and yarn carriers moved to the left by three courses to bring number five yarn carrier and number 4 gripper into alignment with course number 1. Thus, in course number 1 the tuft for the first shot is laid by gripper number 4 and taken from yarn carrier number 5. As the grippers 3 move downwards the end-out detector 5 is moved two courses to the left and the jacquard base 2 moved one course to the right so that the end-out detector is aligned with number 2 yarn carrier. As the grippers then lift upwards and engage the yarn carriers once again the combined yarn carriers and grippers are moved to the right by two courses to bring number two yarn carrier and number 2 gripper into alignment with course number 1. The tuft that is woven in the second shot is therefore placed into course number 1 by the number 2 gripper and taken from the number 2 yarn carrier. As the grippers move downwards the end-out detector is moved three spaces to the right to be aligned with number 5 gripper and the jacquard base 2 is moved one course to the right to align carrier number 4 with gripper number 5. As the grippers then re-enter the yarn carriers the combined grippers and carriers are moved to the left by three courses to align gripper number 5 and yarn carrier number 4 with course number 1. The tuft for the third shot is thus laid in course number 1 by the
gripper number 5 and taken from yarn carrier number 4. The end-out detector is then moved two courses to the left and the jacquard base 2 moved two courses to the right. This aligns the number 1 yarn carrier with the number 3 gripper. As the gripper again enters the yarn carrier the combined grippers and yarn carriers are moved two spaces to the right to align the number 1 yarn carrier and number 3 gripper with course number 1. Thus the tuft for the fourth shot is taken from yarn carrier number 1 by gripper number 3. Finally, the yarn carriers are moved five courses to the left and the end-out detector moved two courses to the left to align yarn carrier number 3 with gripper number 1. After the grippers have re-entered their yarn carriers both assemblies are moved two courses to the right to align gripper number 1 and yarn carrier number 3 with course number 1 so that the tuft for the fifth shot is taken from yarn carrier number 3 by gripper number 1. Again the sequence is repeated for each subsequent five shots.

In the example shown in Figure 6 the end-out detector moves together with the jacquard base 2 and thus both the cams 22 and 24 are the same. The net effect of the movements to be described is that only the grippers 3 are shogged and the yarn to be laid in the number 3 gripper. As the gripper again enters the tufts of the third shot are then picked by the grippers. Thus, starting with gripper number 4, end-out detector 5 and yarn carrier number 3 aligned with course number 1, the jacquard base 2 and end-out detector 5 are moved two courses to the left as shown in Figure 6 so that they are aligned with gripper number 2 whilst the grippers are in their lowermost position. The grippers are then lifted to enter the yarn carriers and then the grippers and yarn carriers moved together two spaces to the right to align yarn carrier number 3 and gripper number 2 with course number 1. Gripper number 2 then picks the yarn from carrier number 3 for the first shot. As the grippers move down the yarn carriers and end out detector are moved three courses to the right to align yarn carrier number 3 with gripper number 5. The grippers then move upwards into engagement with the yarn carriers and both the grippers and yarn carriers are moved three courses to the left to bring grip number 5 into alignment with course number 1. Gripper number 5 then takes the yarn from gripper number 3 for the second shot. The yarn carriers and end-out detector are then moved two courses to the left to align yarn carrier number 3 with gripper number 3. After the grippers have re-entered the yarn carriers the grippers and yarn carriers are moved two courses to the right to align gripper number 3 and yarn carrier number 3 with course number 1. The tufts of the third shot are then taken by gripper number 3 from yarn carrier number 3. The yarn carriers and end-out detector are then moved two courses to the left to align yarn carrier number 3 with gripper number 1. After the grippers have re-entered the yarn carriers the grippers and yarn carriers are moved two courses to the right to bring grip number 1 into alignment with course number 1. The tuft for the fourth shot is therefore taken by gripper number 1 from yarn carrier number 3.

The yarn carriers and end-out detector are then moved three courses to the right to align yarn carrier number 3 with gripper number 4. After the grippers have again moved upwards to re-enter the yarn carriers the grippers and yarn carriers are moved together three courses to the left to bring yarn carrier 3 and gripper number 4 into alignment with course number 1. The tuft for shot number 5 is then taken by gripper number 4 from yarn carrier number 3. Again the process is repeated for each subsequent five shots.

Claims

1. A carpet loom of the gripper-jacquard Axminster type characterized by a shogging mechanism (21) to shog the grippers (3) and/or the yarn carriers (1) transversely in the direction of the weft between successive picks of pile yarn (16).

2. A carpet loom according to claim 1, in which both the grippers (3) and the yarn carriers (1) are shogged independently.

3. A carpet loom according to claim 1 or 2, in which the dispersion of both the grippers (3) and the yarn carriers (1) during shogging is arranged to be the greatest with the smallest physical movement of both.

4. A carpet loom according to claim 3, in which the yarn carriers (1) or grippers (3) are shogged over five courses and each individual yarn carrier (1) or gripper (3) is moved in turn three courses to the left, two courses to the right, three courses to the left, two courses to the right, and then three courses to the right to return it to its starting position.

5. A carpet loom according to any one of the preceding claims, in which the grippers (3) are moved by the shogging mechanism (21) whilst they are in engagement with the yarn carriers (1), during yarn draw-off and tuft cutting operations.

6. A carpet loom according to any one of the preceding claims, in which the yarn carriers (1) are shogged independently after the grippers (3) have moved away from them having completed
the picking of one tuft and before the grippers (1) re-enter the yarn carriers (1) to pick the next tuft.

7. A carpet loom according to any one of the preceding claims, which also includes an end-out detector (5) associated with the yarn carriers (1), and in which the shogging mechanism (21) is arranged to move the end-out detector (5) transversely.

8. A carpet loom according to claim 7, in which both the yarn carriers (1) and grippers (3) are moved transversely together, the end-out detector moves (5) with them.

9. A carpet loom according to any one of the preceding claims, in which the shogging mechanism (21) that is used to drive the grippers (3) and/or the yarn carriers (1) and/or the end out detector (5) includes profiled cams (22,23,24) which are connected to a shaft (4) carrying the grippers (3) or a framework (2) carrying the yarn carriers (1) or the end out detector (5) via a series of pivoted links and levers (25,26,27).

10. A carpet loom according to claim 9, in which the shaft (4) carrying the grippers (3) is mounted in a framework (15) including two guide rails (11,12) which are arranged to slide transversely with respect to support brackets (13) fixed to a framework (14) of the loom, and the framework (2) carrying the yarn carriers (1) is mounted on bearings arranged to slide along the guide rails (11,12).

Patentansprüche


2. Teppichwebmaschine nach Anspruch 1, bei der sowohl die Greifer (3) als auch die Garnträger (1) unabhängig voneinander versetzt werden.

3. Teppichwebmaschine nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, bei der die Verteilung sowohl der Greifer (3) als auch der Garnträger (1) während des Versetzens am größten mit der geringsten physikalischen Bewegung beider ausgelegt ist.

4. Teppichwebmaschine nach Anspruch 3, bei der die Garnträger (1) oder Greifer (3) über fünf Reihen versetzt werden, wobei jeder einzelne Garnträger (1) oder Greifer (3) reihenfolgemäßig drei Reihen nach links, zwei Reihen nach rechts, drei Reihen nach links, zwei Reihen nach rechts und danach drei Reihen nach rechts bewegt wird, um ihn zu seiner Ausgangsposition zurückzuführen.


6. Teppichwebmaschine nach irgendeinem der vorstehenden Ansprüche, bei dem die Garnträger (1) unabhängig versetzt werden, nachdem die Greifer (3) von ihnen wegbewegt worden sind und die Aufnahme eines Büschels abgeschlossen worden ist, bevor die Greifer (3) wieder in die Garnträger (1) eintreten, um das nächste Büschel zu übernehmen.


8. Teppichwebmaschine nach Anspruch 7, bei der, wenn sowohl die Garnträger (1) als auch die Greifer (3) quer zueinander bewegt werden, der End-Aus-Detektor sich mit ihnen bewegt.

9. Teppichwebmaschine nach irgendeinem der vorstehenden Ansprüche, bei der der Versatzmechanismus (21), der verwendet wird, um die Greifer (3) und/oder die Garnträger (1) und/oder den End-Aus-Detektor (5) anzutreiben, mit Profil versehene Nocken (22,23,24) umfassend, die mit einer Welle (4) verbunden sind, die die Greifer (3) oder ein Gestell bzw. Rahmen (2) trägt, welches die Garnträger (1) oder den End-Aus-Detektor (5) über eine Reihe schwenkbar gelagertes Verbindungstücke und -hebel (25,26,27) trägt.

10. Teppichwebmaschine nach Anspruch 9, bei der die die Greifer (3) tragende Welle (4) in einem Gestell (15) befestigt ist, das zwei Führungsschienen (11,12) umfaßt, die so angeordnet sind, daß sie sich quer in Bezug zu den Traghaltern (13), die an einem Gestell (14) der Webmaschine verschieben, und wobei das Gestell (2), welches die Garnträger (1) trägt, auf Lagern gelagert ist, die sich entlang der Führungsschienen (11,12) verschieben.
Revendications

1. Métier à tisser les moquettes de type jacquard Axminster à pinces, caractérisé par un mécanisme (21) de secouage des pinces (3) et/ou des porte-fil (1) transversalement dans la direction de la trame entre les prélèvements successifs des fils de velours (16).

2. Métier à tisser les moquettes selon la revendication 1, dans lequel les pinces (3) et les porte-fil (1) sont secouées indépendamment.

3. Métier à tisser les moquettes selon la revendication 1 ou 2, dans lequel la dispersion des pinces (3) et des porte-fil (1) pendant le secouage est la plus grande pour le plus petit déplacement physique des deux.

4. Métier à tisser les moquettes selon la revendication 3, dans lequel les porte-fil (1) ou les pinces (3) sont secoués sur cinq rangs, et chaque porte-fil individuel (1) ou pince (3) individuelle est déplacé à son tour de trois rangs vers la gauche, deux rangs vers la droite, trois rangs vers la gauche, deux rangs vers la droite puis trois rangs vers la droite afin qu'il reprenne sa position initiale.

5. Métier à tisser les moquettes selon l'une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel les pinces (3) sont déplacées par le mécanisme (21) de secouage lorsqu'elles sont en coopération avec les porte-fil (1) pendant les opérations d'extraction de fils et de coupe de touffes.

6. Métier à tisser les moquettes selon l'une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel les porte-fil (1) sont secouées indépendamment lorsque les pinces (3) se sont écartées d'eux après la fin du prélèvement d'une touffe et avant la nouvelle pénétration des pinces (1) dans les porte-fil (1) pour le prélèvement de la touffe suivante.

7. Métier à tisser les moquettes selon l'une quelconque des revendications précédentes, qui comprend aussi un détecteur (5) de terminaison associé aux porte-fil (1), et dans lequel le mécanisme de secouage (21) est destiné à déplacer transversalement le détecteur de terminaison (5).

8. Métier à tisser les moquettes selon la revendication 7, dans lequel, lorsque les porte-fil (1) et les pinces (3) sont déplacés transversalement ensemble, le détecteur de terminaison (5) se déplace avec eux.

9. Métier à tisser les moquettes selon l'une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel le mécanisme de secouage (21) qui est utilisé pour l'entraînement des pinces (3) et/ou des porte-fil (1) et/ou du détecteur de terminaison (5) comporte des cames profilées (22, 23, 24) qui sont raccordées à un arbre (4) qui porte les pinces (3) ou à un bâti (2) portant les porte-fil (1) ou le détecteur de terminaison (5) par l'intermédiaire d'une série de bielles et de leviers articulés (25, 26, 27).

10. Métier à tisser les moquettes selon la revendication 9, dans lequel l'arbre (4) portant les pinces (3) est monté dans un bâti (15) ayant deux rails de guidage (11, 12) qui sont destinés à coulisser transversalement par rapport à des supports (13) fixés à un bâti (14) du métier, et le bâti (2) portant les porte-fil (1) est monté sur des glissières destinées à coulisser le long des rails de guidage (11, 12).
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